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Introduction: Ellipsometry is a well known

tool to determine the optical parameters of a

certain material. THz being a new research

arena many materials are not characterized

for their optical parameters in THz.

A combination of two ellipsoids with a

common focus point can act as an

ellipsometer but symmetry in them brings a

scan angle limitation to 45°. Our design with

two asymmetric ellipsoids has helped us to

achieve 65° scan angle.

Results: This design has enabled us to

increase the scan angle from 45° to

65°, which is in the typical range of

standard ellipsoids operational in optical

wavelengths. Among the 65° scan, in

one direction the angle limit is 9° while

on the other side the scan angle limit is

-56°. Unlike the existing designs we

need only one rotating stage to rotate

the sample about the common focus.

Conclusions: The design provides a

simple and robust solution for THz

Ellipsometry. The design being

asymmetric possess a huge scope for

tailoring shapes according to ones need.

Two reflectors being a single unit,

becomes robust and easy to align. Ray

optics module provides easy an alternative

to the tedious analytical approach arouse

due to asymmetry.
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Figure 3. Sample at -56°

Figure 1. 3D view of the ellipsoid reflector duo

Figure 2. 2D view of the design with ray diagram 
Sample at 0°

Figure 4. Sample at 9°
Computational Methods: The design and

simulation has been carried out in Ray optics

module. The design being asymmetric

provides a huge scope for parametric

variation but at the same time analytical

approach becomes tedious.

We varied the eccentricities and the major

axis lengths of the two ellipsoid but always

kept a common focus. In the final design big

and small ellipsoids has eccentricity of 0.55

and 0.65 while major axis lengths 8inchs and

4inchs respectively.

The reflecting walls of the ellipsoid are

assigned wall condition ‘mixed diffuse and

specular reflection’ with probability of

specular reflection 1. While the enclosure

walls are set with wall condition as disappear.

We also clubbed the exact lens configuration

for source and detector in the set up.
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